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ALUMni MUSiC RECitAL

Rockway’s annual Alumni Music Recital was held on Thursday May 28, 2015 and 
featured the music of Dan Kruger ’07, Anna Wiebe ’10 and Anna Horvath ’10. 
These three talented alumni, along with their friends Dylan White and Levi Dow, 
charmed an audience of 140 people with their eclectic mix of original and inspired 
music.

With the opening set performed by Anna and Anna, the evening started off 
with original compositions “filled with harmony and introspection”, creating a 
calm and intimate atmosphere in the café inspired setting of Rockway’s Assembly 
Area. The night continued with these musicians taking their audience on a journey 
through the genres of jazz, soul and R&B inspired pieces “filled with back beats 
and thick harmonies”. Although much of the music was original works, there 
were a few familiar tunes which were “reimagined and twisted” in new and 
exciting ways, leaving audience members of all ages awed and mystified with 
their uniqueness and, at times, raw power.

Dan, Anna and Anna were charming, humorous and playful in their interactions 
with each other and their audience. They taught us that music of all types should 
be explored and that inspiration can come from something as simple as a car! It 
was quite easy to see and hear the passion these three Alumni have in their art, 
and to see such spiritedness in young musicians was inspiring!!
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teCh tIMeout 
Well, it wasn’t easy, but Rockway made it through our three day Tech 
Timeout Challenge.

During the Timeout, we powered down our computer labs, turned off the WIFI 
and brought out the board games for lunch hour! The contrast was noticeable 
– the halls were filled with chatter and no one had their head buried in their 
device.

All students went tech-free during the day, and most of our school community 
also pledged to give up their technology at home. In addition, forty-five brave 
Rockway parents and families committed to the challenge, alongside our Board 
of Directors.

The media was very interested in covering this event. We were featured in 
The Record, CTV news, the Kitchener Post and the Canadian Mennonite. We also had a number of radio stations request interviews, 
including a live in-studio interview at CBC KW. The story seemed to strike a chord with people, and to our surprise CBC Toronto asked if 
we would be willing to discuss the challenge on afternoon radio shows across the country. By the end of the week, our spokesperson, 
Sara Wahl, had done eight additional live radio interviews including Cape Breton, Windsor, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Whitehorse, Calgary, 
Kelowna, and Victoria!

A key part of this experience was the reflection and discussion it generated. Students spent time debriefing in class, and were also 
asked to complete a short survey to capture their impressions. Parents who were part of this initiative will be sent an online feedback 
form by email. Results of these surveys will be published in a follow-up article.

Thank you to all who were brave enough to try the challenge! Whether you chose to participate or not, the experience has 
generated a great deal of healthy conversation both at school and beyond.

This year we explored the idea of Wild Hope: Faith for an 
Unknown Season. As a faith community, we acknowledged the 
challenge of living in a world full of possibilities but also filled 
with brokenness. In the January issue of Reflections, I invited 
you to reflect on your own experiences of living in wild hope, 
and encouraged you to read the news stories of how Rockway 
was equipping its students to explore their faith in this post-
modern era.

On June 10th, Elizabeth Pfisterer, Chairperson of Faith and 
Worship, and I reflected with Rockway Faculty, Staff and Students 
during our final chapel of the year, about the new and exciting 
things God put forth for us this past year. It was our hope to 
share how we felt we embarked into moments of “Wild Hope” 
throughout the 2014-2015 school year. We wanted to share how 
we lived through moments of living in an “unknown season,” 
and how something bold and beautiful came out of it!

Elizabeth reflected on our Spiritual Emphasis Week, held at 
the end of September, as an example of Rockway living in “Wild 
Hope.” The week focused on “Healthy Sexuality,” and featured 
Goshen College Scholar, Keith Graber Miller. The series focused 
on faithful sexuality, inclusive sexuality and shameless sexuality. 
Elizabeth said she liked how Graber Miller focused on more than 
just the anatomy of sexuality, and challenged them to think more 
holistically about it. As well she liked how he defined intimacy to 
include friendship, acceptance, equality and trust.

I reflected on Rockway’s Inspection from the Ministry of 
Education, which took place this past November. Ministry visits 
are a wonderful example of living in an unknown season! Each 
inspector has their own perspective and opinions on Ministry 
documentation, and you don’t really know what the focus of their 
visit will be until they enter the school! I am happy to report our 
Ministry visit was a terrific success! Our inspector gave a glowing 
report of our school. She noted the commitment she saw in our 
teachers for academic excellence, the concrete ways in which 
we are working with our English Language Learners, as well as 
our strong desire to “Grow Success” in our students through our 
evaluation practices.

Elizabeth also reflected on her Rockway 
experience over the last 4 years. She talked 
about how she has lived in an “unknown 
season,” as she pushed herself to try many 
new extra-curricular activities including 
sports, stage managing and participating 
in Fed-Prov, as well as pushing herself 
academically as she took courses in all disciplines. She named 
she was grateful for the opportunities she had at Rockway, and 
for the friendships she had formed.

My final reflection of living in an “unknown season” included 
my experience participating in Tech Time-Out, an initiative 
where faculty, staff, students, parents and Board members were 
challenged to take a 3 day hiatus from their technology. This 
was done during Lent, posing the opportunity to spend more 
time listening to each other and listening to God. While I must 
admit I used technology during business hours, I did make 
a personal commitment to be off my technology both before 
and after school. Rockway certainly lived in “Wild Hope” those  
3 days! We lived in a season very unlike the rest of the world 
and it was radical. While everyone else was running at a frenetic 
pace through the use of their technology, Rockway decided to 
do something unconventional. We stepped away from the norm 
and became more mindful of our relationships and the world 
around us.

As we bring the 2014-2015 school year to a close, and as you 
reflect on your own Rockway experiences as alumni, I encourage 
you to reflect on how Rockway prepared you to live in this 
unknown season. Take the memories of this place and celebrate 
how you were challenged to be open to new ways of thinking 
and doing!

May the summer and the start of a new school year 
provide many opportunities for wild hope!

ANN L. SCHULTz ’84 – PRINCIPAL

Principal’s Message

WIld hoPe: FaIth FoR an unknoWn season “PaRt 2”
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The energy in the room was dynamic as current students booked 
time with the “living books” at our inaugural Living Library event.

We were so pleased that Nathan Kruger ’04, Kate Mercer 
’03, Kaylen Pfisterer ’05, zainab Ramahi ’10 and Ben Wong ’13 
volunteered their time to be a part of this unique event. For two 
hours on Wednesday, April 1st, Rockway’s Library Commons area 
became a vibrant meeting place for students to have personal 
exchanges with these fabulous “living books”.

Each of these former students brought their past 
experiences, their knowledge of university life, course programs 
and academic expectations as well as their individual personal 
stories. They had 15 minute time slots to share with a current 
student on any topic.

•  “I talked to Nathan because his undergrad was exactly 
what I am planning on majoring in…..it was really good!”. 
(grade 12 student)

•  “This is so much fun!” (grade 7 student)

•  “Ben was so easy to talk to. We talked about the program 
he is in at Ryerson U., as well as the fine arts media 
course at RMC.” (grade 11 student)

•  “I want to go into commercial advertising design, so I 
learned a lot by talking to Ben.” – Grade 10 student

•  “Kaylen had tons of really good advice. She told me about 
what to expect around grades and we talked about the 
co-op programs and all sorts of insights about University 
of Waterloo”. – Grade 10 student

•  “Even though Nathan is a lawyer already, he told me stuff 
about what it was like living in university residence.”  – 
Grade 10 student

•  “We talked to Ben specifically because he came to Rockway 
as an International Student.  We asked him how we might 
balance having our Chinese friends, with making new 
Canadian friends. How do we make Canadian friends? He 
had some helpful suggestions.” – Grade 12 student

•  “I asked zainab about the Knowledge Integration program 
at UW. I didn’t even know that program existed and 
because I have so many interests, I think this could be 
a good program for me. I also liked that she had a lot of 
travel experience and we talked about that too.” – Grade 
10 student

•  “I wanted to talk to Kate to ask her about reading. She 
had a lot of good book suggestions and I am going to look 
them up and start reading them.” – Grade 8 student

lIvIng lIbRaRY 

RoCkWaY’s annual  
Fund RaIsIng  
golF touRnaMent 

The Bugs Bunny Championship trophy was captured by a youthful 
team of Rockway alumni this year as the weather served to dampen 
the abilities of the older golfers (it was perfect weather and that 
confused many of them!) Doug Blair, Amy Schlegel, Rachel Seyler 
and Andrew Schiedel carded a 62 which was good enough to walk 
away with the top spot in Rockway’s 21st Annual Fund Raising 
Golf Tournament at Willow Valley Golf Course in Mount Hope. Every 
year Rockway supporters pull out the clubs for a day of golf, food, 
fellowship and goodies to raise funds through sponsors to support 
Rockway’s tuition assistance fund (Share the Flame). Host Ron 
Schiedel and his amazing staff always put on a class day and there 
is always the opportunity to knock in a hole in one and win a Toyota 
car courtesy of Willy Heffner and Heffner Toyota. This year $28,000 
was raised for our Share the Flame Fund!

Please consider joining us next year!  
We’ll be moving to a new date so mark your calendars.

WHEN: Wednesday May 18th, 2016
WHERE:  WIlloW valleY golF CouRse  

www.willowvalleygolf.com
WHY:  to support Rockway’s share the Flame tuition assistance fund
COST: $500 to $1000 in sponsorships

Check out our website (www.rockway.ca) beginning in January

keep your eyes open for future living library events at Rockway!
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naMe Plans FoR next YeaR

Syed Mishaal Ahmed University of Toronto, Commerce
Jacob Alongi Redeemer University College, Kinesiology
Kristin Andree University of Waterloo, Honours Arts
Amanda Atkins University of Waterloo, Legal Studies
Curtis Barber University of Western Ontario, Psychology
Isaac Beech Gap Year, University to follow
Emma Bender University of Waterloo, Recreation & Leisure Studies
Amanda Berry Gap Year, University to follow
Courtney Brubacher Gap Year, College to follow
Chan, Yeung Chi (Gigi) University of Waterloo, Planning
Chan, Yu Sum (Jenny) University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel University College, Biotechnology & Economics
Chen, Yue (Marguerite) University of Waterloo, Financial Analysis & Risk Management
Alec Dawdy Conestoga College, Media Foundations
Benjamin Dodd Conestoga College, Motive Power Technician
Mark Eckert University of Waterloo, Kinesiology
Jacob Einwechter Additional year at Rockway
Alexander (Alex) Grierson Conestoga College, Business
Han, Yuting (Elena) Wilfrid Laurier University, Financial Management
Gabrielle (Gabby) Hankins  Gap Year
Melissa Hao  University of Waterloo, Psychology
Meagan Harnett University of Guelph, Arts & Science
Alexander (Alex) Hartig Gap Year
McKenzie Hebel Wilfrid Laurier University , Honours Arts (French)
Eliza Heeney Working as an Au Pair in Spain,  Wilfrid Laurier University, Global Studies, to follow
Savannah Heintzman  University of Waterloo, Psychology
Thomas Horvath Gap Year, University to follow
Hu, Manling (Janet) University of Toronto, Commerce & Marketing
Connor Huxman University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel University College, Biomedical Engineering 
Claudia Isaac Gap Year
Adriaena Jones University of Guelph, Leadership & Organizational Management
Hannah Klassen University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel University College, Health Studies
Joel Klassen Redeemer University College, Recreation Studies
Jonathan Klassen University of Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier, Computer Science & Business Administration (Double Degree)
Matthias Krebs University of Waterloo, Honours Science
Spencer Kschesinski University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel University College, Mechanical Engineering

67th graduation Ceremony

RoCkWaY Class oF 2015
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Claris Lam University of Waterloo (St. Jerome’s), Religious Studies
Sunjin Lee Gap Year
Sarita (Sarah) Lepp Seneca College, Social Service Worker
Liu, Beibei (Willow) University of Waterloo, Economics
Joanna Loepp Thiessen Wilfrid Laurier University, Conrad Grebel, Music
Lauren MacNeil University of Guelph, Animal Biology
Daniel Martin University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel University College, Honours Science
Mu, Xiaowei (Molly) University of Toronto, Social Sciences
Eric Pedersen Conestoga College, Business Administration
Elizabeth Pfisterer Gap Year, University to follow
Mackenzie Rae Ontario College of Art and Design, Illustration
Logan Rangaswamy Conestoga College, Motive Power Technician (Motorcycle & Power Sport Vehicles)
Jacob Reimer-Dick University of Waterloo, Physical Science/ Chemistry
Colin Rier Gap Year, University of McGill, History & Agricultural Economics to follow
Liam Robinson Gap Year, University to follow
Aaron Ruby University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel University College, Mechatronics Engineering
Claudia Schumm Additional year at Rockway
Blair Sharpe Conestoga College, Electronic Systems Engineering
Jillian Snider Additional year at Rockway
Bethany Snyder Outtatown Program, Canadian Mennonite University
Robertson (Bobby) Soosar University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel University College, Urban Planning
Ashlee Steffens  Gap Year
Hannah Thiessen Gap Year
Eden Walser University of Waterloo, Health Studies
Danielle Weicker Brock University, Concurrent Education – Child & Youth Studies
Lukas Winter University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel University College, Mechanical Engineering
Xu, Xing (Ellina) University of Toronto, Communication, Culture, Information & Technology
Steffan Yantzi Conestoga College, Architecture-Construction Engineering Technology

Long-standing and much-loved junior high teacher, Kathy Collins is beginning her retirement after 18 years 
of service at Rockway. To mark this special occasion, Kathy was honored at Rockway’s Spring Concert in May, 
as well as with faculty, staff and Kathy’s family at a special luncheon in June.

Here is an excerpt of the heart-felt tribute made to Kathy at Spring Concert:
“Kathy is an approachable, kind and engaging individual. She is a person that easily meets people 

and can engage in conversation of any kind. She places high value on relationships and has a passion 
for learning. Kathy is extremely creative; her English assignments and RS assignments in particular, never 
ceased to amaze me, alongside her desire to keep them interesting throughout the years.

Ms. Collins is a strong connector – one of her greatest abilities, has been mentoring kids and finding 
deep seeded leadership in them. What comes to mind first and foremost is Kathy’s dedicated work with the 
Peace Festival, an initiative that she, along with some of her colleagues, organized and developed over the 
years. The goal of this strong educational program is to introduce students in Gr. 7&8 to peace and social 
justice issues and at the same time give them the opportunity to discern and hone their leadership skills.

The Peace Festival program is often linked with a church based service project either at the local or 
global level. The students have collected and packed school kits for MCC. Then there was “The Right to 
Play” where the goal was to provide soccer balls for students in developing countries. Several years ago the 
theme was Building Bridges, which culminated in reciprocal visits between the Muslim School in Cambridge 
and Rockway.

Students over the years talk about the Grade 8 Ottawa trip having been a personal highlight for them. 
Ms. Collins has been a driving force behind this trip; providing a balance between structure and free time, 
and as a result, has built wonderful memories for her students.

As our students in Gr. 7&8 navigate the challenges of puberty and social interaction, a teacher who 
understands the students and is willing to “roll up her sleeves” in the existential moment is truly a gift to 
our students and their families.”

On behalf of Rockway Faculty, Staff, Students, Parents, Alumni, and Rockway’s Board of Directors, we 
want to thank Kathy for the valuable contribution she has made to this place the last 18 years. Her work 
as an academic, a mentor, and a passionate church leader and her love for kids, are attributes that will be 
missed, yet remembered!

We WIsh god’s blessIng uPon kathY as she eMbaRks on anotheR exCItIng ChaPteR oF heR lIFe!

kathY CollIns RetIRes

Harold Schultz ’49 reminisces 
with his grandson Connor 

Huxman ’15 about what has 
happened in the short 66 

years since he graduated from 
Rockway Mennonite Collegiate!
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gRaeMe: Good evening to the graduates, proud families, and the faculty and staff. We are honoured to be 
here and want to wish our sincere congratulations to each one of the graduates – this is a big milestone 
and you should be very proud of yourselves! Enjoy the moment! My name is Graeme Harvey...

andReW: ...I’m Andrew Yantzi...

allIson: ... and I’m Allison Yantzi (formerly Allison Howorth). We all graduated from Rockway in 2005 - 
which seems crazy that it was now 10 years ago since we were sitting in your chairs! 

gRaeMe: It seems like just yesterday when we would, one by one, ask Rolf Thiessen if we could be excused 
to get some water from the fountain, or go to the bathroom - only to all end up in the courtyard playing 
hackeysack. I think he eventually clued in and decided we could wait until after class to get a drink.

andReW: Or all the fun times and occasional mischief that occurred for those that were lucky enough to 
stand in the back row of choir (sorry Ann!)

allIson: Or taking an extra-long break between classes to run by the cafeteria to grab a giant chocolate 
chip cookie or a microwave heated bagel, dipped in butter (which was weird...do you guys still do that??).

Amidst all the fun moments (and there were many of them), our experience at Rockway went so much 
deeper. With the advantage of being 10 years removed, we can now see that the true impact is so much 
more than we realized at the time.

gRaeMe: In fact, when my mom first told me I’d be going to this “semi-private” school called Rockway, 
I protested. I wanted to go to the local public school with all my friends. She swore that someday I’d 
appreciate the opportunities Rockway would (and did) present. Well - she’s not here, is she? I can’t take 
another “I told you so” - but...she was definitely right!

andReW: Probably the most prominent theme throughout our time at Rockway was the sense of community. 
We know you’ve heard it a million times, but that’s still what sticks out the most for us - and also what 
we’re most thankful for.

allIson: But what really makes the experience here truly unique is that the community extends beyond the 
student body and incorporates the faculty and staff. We don’t need to tell you how nice it is that we were 
able to call our teachers by their first names - though it may not seem like such a big deal, to me that has 
always shown a tremendous amount of respect for students to be entrusted with that option.

gRaeMe: More than that, though, you know that each of the teachers and staff know your name and 
genuinely want you to succeed in whatever you do. And, when you run into them 10 years later, I can say 
from experience that they remember you and are so excited to hear where life has taken you.

andReW: Even though Rockway is a small school, you are definitely exposed to a big world. From chapels 
discussing social justice issues, learning about other cultures first hand through exchange programs, or 
practicing community service during envirothon-servathon.

gRaeMe: A couple years ago, 4 of us (including Bernie’s own son, David) collaborated across two continents 
to win a cultural experience of a lifetime in New zealand. For a few of the days of the trip, we had a film 
crew making a commercial of our adventures. It was one night, aboard a boat on a calm lake, when one 
of us thinking aloud said “Who’d have thought 7 years after we went our separate ways, we’d be here 
together on this adventure?” The director squealed from behind us, “That’s gold!! The cameras weren’t 
running though...so can you say that again?”

For me, it was a simple reminder. You have absolutely no idea where you’re going to end up, but you’ve 
built a solid foundation here, both in and out of the classroom, that will support the rest of your future, 
wherever life’s adventures take you.

allIson: As you celebrate today, remember to be thankful for the friendships you have built here - yes, 
many of you will now live far away from each other, and you all have your unique paths to follow, but, 
as has been evidenced by the many years before you, these friendships are special and unique and it is 
likely that you, also, will find yourselves, 10 years later, grateful for these relationships the way we are.

andReW: Also, remember to thank your parents for making it possible for you to attend this great school. 
We believe it was a worthy investment and it will continue to pay dividends throughout your lives.

gRaeMe: To be perfectly honest, and we mean no disrespect to whomever it was because I’m sure it was 
great, but we actually don’t remember who the alumni speakers were at our graduation, let alone what 
they said. This is a busy, exciting day and you have your friends and your whole futures on your minds 
right now (and probably some pending festivities) - so we will take no offense if you don’t remember our 
talk either.

allIson: But we hope that you will take this one thing with you: no matter where you are headed, 
remember the gifts that have been given to you during your time here and to pay it forward whenever you 
have the opportunity. Rockway has prepared you to be big-picture-thinking, exceptional adults that can 
truly make a difference in your world.

andReW: Thank you again for having us. We wish you all the best in each of the exciting adventures that 
lie ahead of you. Congratulations.

address from our alumni association Representatives

gRaduatIon banquet

Our annual Grad Banquet, for graduates 
and their parents, was a celebration of 
the accomplishments of our students. 

Included was the candle lighting 
ceremony and induction into the 

Rockway Alumni Association.  
Student musical offerings, Alumni 

address, parent testimonial and 
another amazing meal capped off 
a great day for our graduates and 

their families as they shared in the 
celebration of achieving this milestone 

of high school graduation.

We thank You agaIn FoR havIng us and WIsh You all the best In YouR FutuRe endeavoRs. CongRatulatIons.
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gala2015
Entertainment 
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AN EVENING OF FOOD,
FELLOWSHIP & LAUGHTER

Fall 2015 will see a brand new event for Rockway; the first annual 
Entertainment Gala with Dinner and Auction. This event will be 
slightly different in that there will be featured entertainment with 
a dinner. There will also be an auction component that will be 
incorporated into the evening’s activities. A few special live items 
along with a smaller silent auction will feature high quality items for 
participants to take home in support of Rockway. 

Mark Saturday October 24th in your calendar now and watch for 
tickets to go on sale in September!!

Entertainment is booked and we are looking forward to hosting 
Matt Falk, a Mennonite comedian out of Winnipeg. Joanne Jantzi and 
her kitchen staff are already planning for a spectacular meal and 
Connections Weekend plans are falling into place. 

Check out www.rockway.ca for details!

Rockway Mennonite Collegiate does not operate without the 
support of many donors who believe in what the school can 
do for our youth. You can help shape tomorrow by nurturing 
our students today! Your support of Rockway Mennonite 
Collegiate helps deliver a strong and vibrant program of 
studies for students from grade 7-12 

Only with your help can we raise the $140,000 needed 
to reach our operating fund target by the end of our fiscal 
year on July 31st. If you are able to make this important 
investment please respond today with your gift that will 
make a difference in the lives of our students. You can 
donate by cheque to Rockway Mennonite Collegiate at  
110 Doon Rd., Kitchener, ON N2G 3C8 or give online at  
www.rockway.ca.   

Thank you for partnering with us to equip the next 
generation of leaders for our community and our world.

InvestIng In the FutuRe 
oF ouR Youth

soCIal MedIa – www.rockway.ca
•  Rockway Web site: All Alumni are encouraged to keep 

checking our website often as we are regularly posting news 
stories about current and upcoming activities in our NEWS & 
EVENTS section. 

•  alumni Facebook Page: Check in on what is happening with 
your classmates and keep informed about Alumni events 
and activities. Join the growing group today.

•  Rockway Facebook Page: Another spot to learn about events 
and activities beyond what gets posted to our website. We 
also share information about recruitment and community 
arts and athletics activities. One of the best ways to stay 
informed. 

•  twitter: Be sure to follow us and keep connected to what is 
going on @RockwayMC

•  linked-In: Keep growing and learning with our well 
connected community of professionals. Search for Rockway 
Mennonite Collegiate Alumni under groups.

COnnECt with ROCkwAy...




